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Machine Listening
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• Extracting useful information from sound
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1.  The Problem
• We have a lot of music Can computers help?
• Applications
archive organization       ◦ music recommendation
musicological insight?
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Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
• Small field that has grown since ~2000
musicologists, engineers, librarians
significant commercial interest
• MIR as musical analog 
of text IR
find stuff in large archives
• Popular tasks
genre classification
chord, melody, full transcription
music recommendation
• Annual evaluations
“Standard” test corpora - pop
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2.  Automatic Tagging




Feature design        ◦ Labeled training examples
• Applications
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Features: MFCC
• Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
the standard features from speech recognition
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Representing Audio
• MFCCs are short-time features (25 ms)
• Sound is a 
“trajectory” 
in MFCC space
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MFCCs for Music
• Can resynthesize MFCCs by shaping noise
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Ground Truth
• MajorMiner:  Free-text tags for 10s clips
400 users, 7500 unique tags, 70,000 taggings
• Example: drum, bass, piano, jazz, slow, instrumental, saxophone, soft, quiet, club, 
ballad, smooth, soulful, easy_listening, swing, improvisation, 60s, cool, light
9
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Classification Results
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3.  Musical Content
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Note Transcription
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Poliner & Ellis 
‘05,’06,’07
Classiﬁcation:
•N-binary SVMs (one for ea. note).
•Independent frame-level
classiﬁcation on 10 ms grid.
•Dist. to class bndy as posterior.
classiﬁcation posteriors
Temporal Smoothing:
•Two state (on/off) independent
HMM for ea. note.  Parameters 
learned from training data.
•Find Viterbi sequence for ea. note.
hmm smoothing
Training data and features:
•MIDI, multi-track recordings, 
playback piano, & resampled audio
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Polyphonic Transcription




Estimate the fundamental frequency of all notes present on a 10 ms grid
Note-level transcription














Precision Recall Ave. F-measure Ave. Overlap
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Chroma Features
• Idea: Project onto 12 semitones
regardless of octave
maintains main “musical” distinction
invariant to musical equivalence
no need to worry about harmonics?





B(12 log2(k/k0)  b)W (k)|X[k]|
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Chroma Resynthesis
• Chroma describes the notes in an octave
... but not the octave
• Can resynthesize by presenting all octaves
... with a smooth envelope
“Shepard tones” - octave is ambiguous
endless sequence illusion
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Ellis & Poliner 2007
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Chroma Example
• Simple Shepard tone resynthesis
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Onset detection
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Tempo Estimation
• Beat tracking (may) need global tempo period τ 
otherwise problem is not “optimal substructure”
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Beat Tracking by Dynamic Programming
• To optimize
define C*(t) as best score up to time t 
then build up recursively (with traceback P(t))








F (ti   ti 1,  p)
C*(t) = O(t) + max{αF(t – τ, τp) + C*(τ)}
τ
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Beat Tracking Results
• Prefers drums & steady tempo
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time / s0 5 10 15
Soul Eyes
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Beat-Synchronous Chroma
• Record one chroma vector per beat
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Chord Recognition
• Beat synchronous chroma look like chords
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Chord Recognition System
• Analogous to speech recognition
Gaussian models of features for each chord






























































Sheh & Ellis 2003
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Chord Recognition
• Often works:
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• Chord model centers (means) 
indicate chord ‘templates’:
What did the models learn?
















C D E F G A B C (for C-root chords)
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Chords for Jazz







Freddy − logf sgram
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Future Work
• Matching items
cover songs / standards
similar instruments, styles
• Analyzing musical content
solo transcription & modeling
musical structure
• And so much more...
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Between the Bars − Elliot Smith − pwr .25







Between the Bars − Glenn Phillips − pwr .25 − −17 beats − trsp 2
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Summary
•  Finding Musical Similarity at Large Scale
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Music
audio
Tempo
and beat
Low-level
features Classificationand Similarity
Music
Structure
Discovery
Melody
and notes
Key
and chords
browsing
discovery
production
modeling
generation
curiosity
